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For all of the 1990's we have had universal agreement that in terms of national

security issues, we live in new and different times. We have passed the era of the Cold

War, but we have difficulty determining what now exists in its place and how we should

respond to the new environment. Obviously, I am not prepared to answer such profound

questions as regards the new national security structure, or even to properly label the post

Cold War era. However, I would like to talk a few minutes on a combination of elements

revolving around the issue of revising our options to deal with the new environment.

When I was attending various military schools, I learned that in foreign policy

each nation has a range of choices in how to deal with issues, including economic

measures, political measures, and military measures. Faced with a situation in which

appropriate authority determined that a nation should become involved, the nation's

leader reviewed the options available from these three areas, as well as others, in order to

formulate the most appropriate response to attain national goals.

From the time I was a lieutenant until I graduated from the War College, our

highest level of schooling, we in the armed forces were taught military options to offer

the president to respond to national crises. If the president determined that U.S. military

involvement were appropriate, typically some five options or combination of them, would

be proffered. The titles may have changed slightly over time, but the options generally

did not. They included:

• Presence—for example, the decision to place American forces in

readiness in a country adjacent to the country involved in the crisis;

• Show of Force—for instance, placing a naval carrier task force off the

shore of the nation to be influenced;



• Blockade or Quarantine—an example was the decision early in the

Bosnian crisis to screen or preclude certain deliveries to the zone of

conflict from other nations;

• Limited Military Intervention—for example, the decision to secure the

Beirut airport with Marines or to assign military forces to Somalia for

emergency assistance; and

• Direct Military Conflict or War—such as we have seen in Korea and

Vietnam.

In the last 30 years we have seen variations on this, such as the use of military

forces in peacekeeping roles, such as the Sinai and Cyprus. Here our mission was to

maintain separation of the conflicting_parties until economic or political measures could

be used to restore peaceful relations to the parties. Likewise, military forces have served

national security objectives through humanitarian assistance and emergency relief

missions throughout the world.

In the past decade, however, a new type of mission has emerged that may

fundamentally change the menu of military means of contributing to national security. I

have in mind, of course, military involvement in on-site inspection aspects of arms

control. While military involvement in arms control is not an invention of the 1990's, its

application has never before been so widespread as it has become in this decade, and the

opportunities for its use in the future have never been greater. Let me describe briefly

what has occurred from the perspective of the On-site Inspection Agency, and then I will

discuss why I think that changing the military menu for response to national security

issues is important for the future.



Ten years ago in response to the signing of the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces

(INF) Treaty between the Soviet Union and the United States, we created an arms control

agency within the Department of Defense to participate in inspection and escort roles

assigned by the new treaty. I believe that all of you are familiar with the mutual success

of that mission. Extensive on-site inspections combined with other means of verification

have provided our nations' leaders a high level of confidence that the demanding

standards of the INF Treaty, the complete elimination of a class of weapons for the two

parties, have been faithfully carried out to the harm of neither side.

In part as a result of the new found confidence in the verifiability of arms control

agreements, our decade has seen a proliferation of new agreements involving these tools -

the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START), the Conventional Armed Forces in

Europe (CFE) Treaty, and the Chemical Weapons Convention, to name a few. In the

first two examples, the armed forces of the participating nations have taken the lead in

both inspection and in escort missions; in the latter the inspections are conducted by full-

time inspectors assigned to the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons

(OPCW) headquartered in the Hague, while military personnel are still responsible for the

escort duties.

The fundamentally new aspect of this mission is that it represents a major step

forward in that we are not here responding to threats to national security, but the military

is actively involved in reducing these threats to both our own national security and to that

of other nations. One form of this is obvious. The presence of certified inspectors from

one nation can provide strong evidence that the reported action of another party in

physically reducing its weapons systems matches reality. The other form is more subtle,



but nonetheless, just as real. What I have in mind here is the interaction of the military

forces of previously confrontational states in the joint efforts required to fulfill the on-site

verification aspects of their new agreements.

It is news to none of you here that traditional threat assessments are based on two

elements—the Capabilities and Intentions of the state in question. It is easy to

acknowledge the contribution of recent arms control measures to change the score on the

capabilities side. For example, under the provisions of the INF Treaty, the United States

and the former Soviet Union eliminated an entire class of weapons, some 2,700

intermediate-range missiles. The CFE Treaty reduced 58,000 tanks, artillery, armored

combat vehicles, helicopters and fighter aircraft from the European land mass. So far the

START treaty has eliminated 1,600 intercontinental ballistic missiles, bombers and

submarine launched ballistic missiles for a net reduction of 4,93 L nuclear warheads. Let

me quantify the reductions which have taken place in the U.S. chemical weapons

inventory: the original chemical weapons stockpile included some 31,493 tons of agent;

the Army has destroyed more than 2,000 tons since 1995.

However, as a practitioner of the art of arms control inspections, I will tell you

that all parties learn a great deal through this process about the intentions of the other side

as well. Military personnel of Russia, the United States, Germany, or Poland, as a matter

of professional experience and habit, make informal assessments of the type of training

and military readiness of any other force with whom they work. While any state is

capable of creating a Potemkin Village on a relatively limited scale, the extent and variety

of arms control agreements in place for the United States make deception on a national



scale impossible. A nation readying for conflict must take a full range of military

measures that would be extraordinarily difficult to conceal in the current environment.

Thus, the existing provisions of arms control agreements such as CFE add a new

dimension to the formula I originally offered that was part of military schooling, from

Presence to War. In this case the military's involvement in these arms control measures

fundamentally reduces the warmaking capacity of both a potentially hostile state as well

as its own. Just as importantly, the involvement of each nation's forces on measures that

provide extensive and intrusive contact also alters the understanding of intentions that

affect national security.

There are three other elements of emerging arms cojUxaLthat are worth

highlighting in this type of discussion. First, just as we continually have found new forms

of "presence" to increase the arsenal of responses of policy makers to the matters they

face, this is equally true of the tools of arms control and on-site verification. This same

form of joint cooperation of armed forces lies at the heart of a new range of negotiated

transparency measures, such as the Open Skies agreement that had originally been

proposed by President Eisenhower, nearly half a century ago. Likewise, the sharing of the

means and methods of on-site verification with contesting sides in Bosnia has done much

which will contribute to greater stability when the international peacekeeping forces are

withdrawn. Hopefully, these lessons will be studied in terms of other longstanding

confrontation, such as the Middle East or Cyprus.

Second, while I have concentrated here on the role of the armed forces, one of the

clear lessons of the On-Site Inspection Agency experience is that the interagency

approach is the only approach to arms control. During the early part of my career,



military thinking and training began a profound transition that only recently culminated

into the concept all recognize and embrace as "jointness.^JWe realized somewhat

belatedly that the world no longer allowed for "army wars" or "navy wars". All future

conflicts of any magnitude could only be conducted by all services working together

jointly. We introduced these concepts into our schools, then our training, finally our

command structure and our actual operations.

Today the same argument can be made for the interagency approach. Many

departments and agencies perform vital arms control roles: the Departments of State,

Defense, and Energy; the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency; and the

intelligence community fulfill most functions but others contribute. All of us however

recognize that none can perform successfully his own mission without the thorough

integration of efforts with all others. I feel strongly that one of the bases of OSIA's

success derives from the foresight of our founders and good fortune. We took a first

major step by starting with the concept of full integration of the interagency approach—in

our command structure, in our training, and in our operations—from the first mission to

this day.

Third and finally, I will make the argument that on-site inspections can neyer_be

considered in isolation. Arms control is succeeding in many ways today because of the

high level of confidence that participating governments have in the verifiability of their

agreements. In this effort, on-site inspections play an important role, but represent only

one aspect of a much larger program. On-site inspections are unprecedented in the

manner in which they provide "up close and personal" checks on what is going on. When

an inspector crawls inside a missile canister alongside a missile, or when he runs his



hands along the cuts made in the wing of an aircraft or the tube of an artillery piece, there

is no long "expert" debate over whether the system is the one the inspected side claims, or

whether the means to render it inoperable are reversible.

Conversely, its intimacy is its limitation. Inspectors see only very small portions

of the overall picture at any one time, and even with the minimum notification provided

under any of these treaties, their presence is advertised in advance. National technical

means, as well as other sources of information allowing policy makers to render

verification judgments, are other critical components of this system of information.

Here, recent experience in Open Skies has led to a new perspective on the

importance of forming a composite picture to support arms control. The advantage of the

rapidly developing technology to add to verification understanding for arms control is its

increasing precision and detail. The disadvantage is its cost. Very few nations in the

world can afford to maintain the technology and the systems on the leading edge of

monitoring capability. Yet all nations have the same basic need for assurance that their

agreements are being complied with by all parties and that their participation in arms

control regimes is aiding rather than damaging their national security posture. The Open

Skies approach has been to focus on the power of low technology in combination with a

highly permissive transparency regime.

In effect, this latest step provides two huge benefits. First, it greatly increases the

confidence of participating states that all parties are adhering to agreements, or in the

absence of formal limitation agreements, that all parties are behaving in a manner that

does not endanger the security of the state in question. Secondly, since the proposed

Open Skies regime is based on cooperative monitoring, it does provide the interaction of



nationals of the participating states in a way that increases confidence in intentions, as

well as the understanding of capabilities.

The challenge for the future is to extend the benefits of these tools to all states in

all regions to enhance stability and to create conditions for peace at lower levels of

armaments than currently exist by removing uncertainties from threat estimates. For us,

this means the possibility, in conjunction with our interagency partners, of expanding

operations in three aspects. First, we need to engage states currently caught in cycles of

violence and arms escalation. We can explain how we have benefited through these

regimes so that they may assess their utility in their own situation. Second, we must

examine technologies which together with on-site aspects of verification or transparency

regimes can provide a comprehensive picture at affordable costs. Obviously, the cost of

transparency must be less than the cost of arms required to live with the present level of

uncertainty. We are convinced that the new technologies and the information revolution

hold keys to greater transparency at much lower costs than currently exist. Third, we

foresee a growth in cpjnbmedjraining with new states entering for the first time into

regimes that include arms control and transparency measures. When both the Soviet

Union and the United States shared its 'lessons learned' with our CFE Treaty

partners—lessons gleaned from years of cooperation in strategic agreement—we

hopefully cut short the training time for the new states in on-site inspections. More

importantly to us, we learned a great deal in the process. We exposed ourselves to

piercing questions on the rationale for our modes of operations. We retained proven

procedures and discarded or revised less than optimal ones. The result? Former



Secretary of Defense Perry called OSIA "the best value for the dollar in the

Government"—a compliment every one of our employees is determined to uphold.

As you can tell, we are excited about the potential for the future and confident that

we will have a critical role to play as it unfolds. We hope that this contribution will result

in soldiers and strategic planners of the future holding a much more diverse range of

options for national decision makers than has been offered in the past. Military forces

must continue to ensure the national security of their homeland. I am convinced that

implementing that vital mission will be made less difficult through the creation of

conditions favorable to peace among all participants. Reduced capabilities for all parties

and clearer understanding of intentions stand out as crucial signposts to effect the

transition to the safer world desired by all.


